CHEM 360 Spring 2012
Peer Evaluation of Discussion Section
You will work as part of an assigned group in which each person reviews the work of three other
group members.
You will review each draft in 9 areas (see below, a – i), and on the draft somewhere write your
response for each area. Simply write the letters a.) though h.) somewhere on the paper and your
response; you do not need to copy the review prompts onto the paper. You may want to write
your review on the back of the paper.
For each item, rate the draft using the scale below and follow any additional instructions.
1 = item needs little to no improvement
2 = item needs some improvement
3 = item needs significant improvement
a. Follows the move structure on page 166.
b. Identifies the broad summary of the work with a heading (Conclusions or Summary) or
opening phrase (“In conclusion” or “In summary”).
c. Includes one or more citations to previous studies.
d. Uses past tense when reminding readers about the topic, methods, and/or results of the study
(circle one tense error that you found).
e. Uses past tense when sharing results from previous studies (circle one tense error).
f. Uses present tense and active voice when putting forth new knowledge (interpretations and
claims of “truth”) (circle one tense or voice error that you found).
g. Uses hedging language when putting forth new knowledge (circle one example of hedging
language that you found AND one instance where hedging language should be added).
Looking at the overall draft,
h. What level of improvement (1, 2, or 3) do you recommend?
i. Describe what you found to be the strongest aspect of the draft.
After your group finishes writing their reviews, discuss your reviews in the remaining class time.
For each review, add up the scores of your draft to generate a score of 8-24, and then calculate
the average score for your draft based on all reviews. Each group needs to give me a ranked list
of the drafts, with the lowest average score at the top of the list and the highest average score at
the bottom. If someone did not bring a draft, note the score as “incomplete.”

